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Fermi Observatory

~1 m

Large Area Telescope (LAT)
   * High Energy Gamma Rays
   * 20 MeV > E > ~300 GeV

Spacecraft

Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor
    * GRB Detection.
    *  10 KeV < E < 40 MeV
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Fermi-LAT • Tracker
– Single sided SSD (400 

um, 228 um)
– W foil interleaved 

(12x3%RL,4x18RL)
– 18 xy planes
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!• ACD 
– 4% RL
– Segmented (89 

plastic scintillator 
tiles)

– 0.997 efficiency • Calorimeter
– 8.5 R.L. 
– 1536 CsI(Tl) 

crystals (1200 kg)
– Hodoscopic (12x8 

layers)

Launch 11. 
juni 2008

Nominal 
operations: 
Aug 4 2008
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Operational Modes

• Sky survey mode
– Standard operation mode
– View full sky every 2 orbits

• Targets of opportunity (ToO)
– Autonomous repoint (GRBs)
– Slew to keep ToO in FOV
– Later: ToO proposals

LAT: Wide Field of View  ~2.4 sr

GBM: See almost all of the sky 
not occulted by the earth



Point Spread Function

Detector Performance



The Fermi Sky
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Fig. 16.— Full sky map (top) and blow-up of the inner Galactic region (bottom) show-
ing sources by source class (see table 5). Identified sources are shown with a red symbol,

associated sources in blue.
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2FGL associations
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Particle Dark Matter: WIMPs

FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams that contribute to the total annihilation cross section: (a) the tree level

diagram, (b-d) t-channel squark exchange, and (e-j) s-channel Z and Higgs exchanges.

A. Neutralino annihilation cross section

The behavior of the annihilation cross section depends on the composition of the neu-

tralino. Throughout this paper we assume that the LSP is largely gaugino as motivated by

mSUGRA models [4]. The processes that contribute to the cross section up to order !2
s and

one loop are shown in Fig. 1. The tree-level diagram is shown in Fig. 1(a). Figures 1(b-d)

show the diagrams with t-channel squark exchange, whereas (e-j) show the diagrams with

s-channel Z, H0, h0, A0 exchanges. The gauge and Higgs bosons couple to the Higgsino part

of the LSP and thus their contributions are suppressed for a mostly-gaugino neutralino.1

The corresponding suppression factors for the s- and p-wave terms in the cross section are

given in Table I.

B. The anomaly equation

The leading contribution to neutralino annihilation via exchange of a squark of mass

!M , shown in Fig. 1(a), can be reduced to an e!ective vertex described by a dimension-six

operator suppressed by !M2,

L = (c/!M2)O6 , O6 = ("#µ#5")(q#µ#5q) , (1)

1 The Higgsino fraction suppression can be removed at the cost of going to one loop [5].

3

e. g. Zeldovich 1965, Chiu 1966 

J. Feng
<!v> ~ 3 x 10-26 cm3 s-1              



How to find the dark matter



Springel et al. 2008

1690 V. Springel et al.

Figure 2. The top left-hand panel shows the projected dark matter density at z = 0 in a slice of thickness 13.7 Mpc through the full box (137 Mpc on a side) of
our 9003 parent simulation, centred on the ‘Aq-A’ halo that was selected for resimulation. The other five panels show this halo resimulated at different numerical
resolutions. In these panels, all particles within a cubic box of side length 2.5 ! r50 centred on the halo are shown. The image brightness is proportional to the
logarithm of the squared dark matter density S(x, y) projected along the line of sight, and the colour hue encodes the local velocity dispersion weighted by the
squared density along the line of sight. We use a two-dimensional colour table (as shown on the left-hand side) to show both of these quantities simultaneously.
The colour hue information is orthogonal to the brightness information; when converted to black and white, only the density information remains, with a
one-dimensional grey-scale colour map as shown on the left-hand side. The circles mark r50.

excursion set method. Based on local dark matter density estimates
calculated with the SPH kernel interpolation approach for all high-
resolution particles, we first identify a set of subhalo candidates,
which are locally overdense structures found within a given input
group of particles identified with a FOF (friends-of-friends) group
finder (Davis et al. 1985). These are then subjected to a gravita-
tional unbinding procedure that iteratively eliminates all unbound
particles. Provided more than 20 bound particles remain, we record
the particle group as a genuine subhalo in our group catalogue. For
each subhalo, we calculate a number of physical properties, such

as the maximum circular velocity, spin and velocity dispersion, and
we store the particles in order of the gravitational binding energy,
which is useful for tracking subhaloes between simulation outputs
at different times. We have fully parallelized the SUBFIND and
FOF algorithms for distributed memory systems and inclined them
in our simulation code GADGET-3. Thus group finding can be done
on the fly during the simulation, if desired. This is often advanta-
geous as these calculations are computationally quite intense and
require equally large memory as the dynamical simulation code
itself.

C" 2008 The Authors. Journal compilation C" 2008 RAS, MNRAS 391, 1685–1711

The Aquarius Project: the subhalos of galactic halos 7

Figure 3. Projected dark matter density in our six di!erent high-resolution halos at z = 0, at the ‘2’ resolution level. In each panel,
all particles within a cubic box of side length 2.5 ! r50 centred on the halo are shown, and the circles mark the radius r50. The image
brightness is proportional to the logarithm of the squared dark matter density, and the colour hue encodes the local particle velocity
dispersion, with the same colour map as in Figure 2.

to make them feasible on today’s supercomputers. We have
carried out our most expensive calculation, the Aq-A-1 run,
on the Altix 4700 supercomputer of the Leibniz Computing
Center (LRZ) in Garching/Germany, using 1024 CPUs and
about 3 TB of main memory. The calculation took more than
3.5 million CPU hours to carry out about 101400 timesteps
that involved 6.72!1013 force calculations in total. We have
stored 128 simulation dumps for this calculation, amounting
to a data volume of about 45 TB. The other simulations of
the Aquarius Project were in part calculated on the LRZ
system, and in part on other supercomputers across Eu-
rope. These were the COSMA computer at Durham Univer-
sity/UK, the Bluegene/L system STELLA of the LOFAR
consortium in Groningen/Netherlands, and a Bluegene/P
system of the Max-Planck Computing Center in Garching.
For all these simulations we also stored at least 128 outputs,
but for Aq-A-2 and Aq-A-4 we kept 1024 dumps, and for
Aq-A-3 half this number. This provides exquisite time reso-
lution for studies of the detailed formation history of halos
and the evolution of their substructure. In the present study,
however, we focus on an analysis of the objects at z = 0.

2.4 A first view of the simulations

In Figures 2 and 3, we show images† of the dark matter
distribution in our 6 high resolution halos at redshift z = 0.
The brightness of each pixel is proportional to the logarithm
of the squared dark matter density projected along the line-
of-sight,

S(x, y) =

!

!2(r) dz, (1)

while the colour hue encodes the mean dark matter velocity
dispersion, weighted as

"(x, y) =
1

S(x, y)

!

"loc(r) !2(r) dz. (2)

Here the local dark matter density !(r) and the local veloc-
ity dispersion "loc(r) of the particles are estimated with an
SPH kernel interpolation scheme based on 64 neighbours.
We use a two-dimensional colour-table (see Fig. 2) in which
the information about the local dark matter ‘temperature’ is

† Further images and videos of the formation process of the halos
are available at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/aquarius

c" 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

137 Mpc 1 Mpc

Where is the dark matter?



WIMP annihilation:Search Strategies
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Figure 8: Different emission components. The top left panel shows an all-sky map of the main halo’s diffuse emission (averaged for different observer positions

and over azimuth), while the top right panel shows the emission from all resolved subhalos, from a random position on the Solar circle. The luminosities assigned to

each subhalo include their contribution for all unresolved (sub-)substructure. For simplicity and for better graphical reproduction they have been represented as point

sources that were smoothed with a Gaussian beam of 40arcmin. The bottom left panel gives the expected surface brightness from all unresolved subhalos down to the

free streaming limit, assuming a spherically symmetric halo. This is a very smooth component over the sky that dominates the total flux (its integrated flux is nearly

1.9 times the integrated flux from the main halo). Finally, the bottom right panel shows the total surface brightness from all components together. All maps show the

surface brightness in units of the main halo’s diffuse emission, and use the same mapping to color scale, except for the map of the resolved substructures, where the

scale extends to considerably fainter surface brightness.
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Satellites: Low bkgd, good 
source id, low statistics

Galactic center: Good 
statistics, source confusion/

diffuse backgrounds Halo: Good statistics but 
diffuse backgrounds

Spectral lines: Good source 
id, low statistics

Galaxy clusters: Low 
backgrounds but low statistics

Extragalactic: Good statistics, 
diffuse bkgds and astrophysics 



‣Limits obtained in the energy range 
30-200 GeV

‣ Search region b > 10 degrees and a 
region right around the GC 

‣ 11 months of data

‣Obtained cross section upper limits of 
order 10-27 cm3 s-1 
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FIG. 1: A binned representation of a typical fit (done un-
binned), here centered at 40 GeV, used to extract the flux
upper limits presented in the tables. The fitting process is
described in the text. In the main part of the figure, the
lower (upper) dotted line is the signal (background) from the
fit and the red(or black) line is the total fit. This fit also shows
the largest line ”signal” that was obtained in the reported en-
ergy region. The inset shows a blow-up of the signal, which is
the line energy response function, S(E), used in this fit, and
is typical of line shapes for 20-300 GeV.

parameters f and ! are free and represent the signal frac-
tion and the index of the power-law function,B (Ei,!),
used to model the background. We require f ! 0 in the
fit. The function S (Ei) models the signal shape, i.e., the
LAT response for a line feature in energy averaged over
the acceptance of the LAT. The confidence intervals are
determined using the profile likelihood method (MINOS
within MINUIT)[27], which provides two sided confi-
dence intervals. The properties of this statistical method
(coverage and power) have been thoroughly tested. At
100 GeV, for example, the coverage is close to nominal
for a range of true signal fractions from 0 to 50%, and
the power reaches 100% for signal fractions of about 10%.
The method overcovers slightly due to the physical con-
straint on the signal fraction, f .
Results & Discussion: Table I shows flux limits as a

function of photon energy that can be translated into
bounds on the annihilation cross-section or decay life-
time assuming a specific halo dark matter density pro-
file, !("r). The monochromatic gamma-ray flux from dark
matter annihilating into #X with a cross-section "$v# is

" = N!

8!
!"v"
m2

"
L, where N# = 2 for X = # and N# = 1

otherwise. Here,

L =

!

db

!

d%

!

ds cos b !2("r), (1)

where the integral is over the ROI, r = (s2 + R2
# $

2sR# cos % cos b)1/2, and R# % 8.5 kpc is the distance
from the sun to the GC [28]. For decays, the flux is
given by substituting in the equation for ", "$v#/2m2

$ &

1/&m$, where & is the DM lifetime, and !2 & ! in Eq. (1)
for L.

We consider three theoretically-motivated halo pro-
files: the NFW profile, !NFW(r) = !s/[(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2]
with rs = 20 kpc [29], the Einasto profile, !Einasto(r) =
!s exp{$(2/')[(r/rs)% $ 1]} with rs = 20 kpc and ' =
0.17 [30, 31], and the very shallow isothermal profile
!isothermal(r) = !s/(1+(r/rs)2) with rs = 5 kpc [32]. We
determine !s using !(R#) = 0.4 GeV cm$3 [33]. Taking
the mass of the Milky-Way halo to be ' 1.2 ( 1012M#

(see e.g. [34, 35]), we determine maximum values for r
of ' 150 kpc for the Einasto and NFW profiles, and
' 100 kpc for the isothermal profile.

Table I shows the cross-section and lifetime limits for
the above profiles. We verified that there is only a minor
dependence of the flux upper limits when changing the
lower bound of |b| in the range 8% < |b| < 15%, leaving the
GC region fixed. The cross-section limits are sensitive to
the halo profile. For the ROI used here, DM annihilation
has a value of L (Eq. (1)) for the Einasto profile that is
40% larger than for the NFW profile, while for DM decays
the L values are almost the same. This sensitivity is
greater for cuspier profiles than those discussed here. For
example the Moore density profile [36] gives a factor of
' 6 stronger limits than the Einasto profile, using lower
bounds on % and b for the Moore profile integration that
correspond to a distance of 10$3 pc from the Galactic
center.

The limits on "$v### ("$v##Z) shown in Table I are
about one or more orders of magnitude weaker than
the cross-sections expected for a typical thermal WIMP.
However, there are several models in the literature that
predict larger cross-sections and are constrained by these
results. A WIMP produced non-thermally may have a
much larger annihilation cross-section than a thermally
produced WIMP and still produce the required DM relic
density. An example is the “Wino LSP” model [19] that
explains the recent positron measurement by PAMELA
[37], and predicts "$v##Z % 1.4 ( 10$26 cm3 s$1 at
E# ' 170 GeV. Our results disfavor this model by about
a factor of ' 2 $ 5, depending on the dark matter halo
profile (see Table I). Other models that are partially
constrained include [38], while models that are only con-
strained assuming a much cuspier profile include [39, 40].

Dark matter decays into #X are ruled out for lifetimes
below ' 1029s, a limit that is largely independent of the
dark matter halo profile. This constrains, for example,
a subset of the lifetime range of interest for gravitinos
decaying into mono-energetic photons [18].

Acknowledgements: We thank Louis Lyons for very
useful discussions. The Fermi LAT Collaboration ac-
knowledges generous ongoing support from a number of
agencies and institutes that have supported both the
development and the operation of the LAT as well as
scientific data analysis. These include the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Depart-

Phys.Rev.Lett.104:091302,2010
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with non-thermal WIMP production [19].
LAT Data Selection and Analysis: The LAT is a pair-

conversion telescope that combines silicon-strip/tungsten
trackers and hodoscopic CsI(Tl) calorimeters into a 4x4
array of 16 identical modules. The tracker is covered by
a segmented anti-coincidence detector (ACD). Including
the tracker, the LAT presents 10 radiation lengths for
normal incidence. The depth, segmentation, and wide
field of view of the LAT enable its high-energy reach.
Separation of the very large charged cosmic-ray back-
ground from !-rays is achieved via the combination of
the data acquisition trigger, on-board event software fil-
ter system, and extensive ground processing of the data.
Details of the LAT, and the data analysis are given in
[20]. An account of how the LAT is calibrated on orbit
is presented in [21]. The LAT nominally operates in a
scanning mode that covers the whole sky every two or-
bits (! 3 hours). The analysis described here uses data
taken in this scanning mode from Aug 7, 2008, to July 21,
2009, corresponding to an average exposure of 3.3" 1010

cm2s.
Events are selected for this analysis only if they pass

additional cuts to the Pass6V3 di!use class cuts, i.e., the
cleanest photon sample in the currently public Fermi data
release [20, 22]. These additional cuts are: a) a small av-
erage charge deposited in the tracker planes (veto against
heavy ions); b) a transverse shower size in the calorimeter
within a size range expected for electromagnetic show-
ers (veto against hadronic showers and minimum ioniz-
ing particles). Cuts a) and b) dramatically reduce the
charged particle background at the loss of some e!ective
area, yielding a !-ray e"ciency > 90% relative to that
of Pass6V3 di!use class. These cuts remove charged par-
ticle backgrounds that would worsen our upper limits,
and that can even yield structures that might be inter-
preted as !-ray lines. These cuts are a subset of those
used in the LAT Measurements of the Isotropic Di!use
Gamma-Ray Emission[23].

In addition, we use only one of the three energy mea-
surement methods from the LAT standard analysis. The
method used is the LAT profile method [20], in order
to not introduce energy dependent artifacts that arise
from switching between methods over the energy range
discussed here. In the profile method, the energy is ob-
tained from a fit to the longitudinal shower profile while
considering the transverse profile. The exclusive use of
the profile energy method led to no additional reduction
in e"ciency. The instrument response functions (IRFs)
are recalculated for this data selection and for the use of
the profile method.

The resulting energy resolution averaged over the LAT
acceptance is 11% FWHM for 20-100 GeV, increasing to
13% FWHM for 150-200 GeV. The photon angular reso-
lution is less than 0.1! over the energy range of interest
(68% containment). The absolute calibration and energy
resolution of the LAT was determined by comparing with

e" beam test data, taken at CERN in a secondary e"

beam with energies up to 300 GeV using a special cali-
bration unit made up of flight spare towers and ACD tiles
(not the LAT itself) [24]. The energy resolution measured
in the beam tests is in agreement with the predictions
from the Monte Carlo simulator based on GEANT4 that
was used to define the IRFs (GLEAM [20]). Also, the
systematic error on the absolute energy of the LAT was
determined to be #10 + 5% for 20-300 GeV.

The systematic uncertainties for the exposure over this
energy range are ±20% based on the extrapolation of
studies comparing the e"ciencies of analysis cuts for data
and simulation of observations of Vela [25]. The Vela
studies cut o! at 10 GeV, and measurements of the sys-
tematic errors above 10 GeV will be made when su"cient
statistics are available from high-energy sources. Thus,
the exposure systematic errors above 10 GeV that we
quote for this study have not been fully validated. We
believe that any reasonably projected uncertainty would
not have a significant impact on the interpretation of the
limits presented here.

In our search for lines we use a region of interest (ROI)
that covers most of the sky: an all-sky ROI with the
Galactic plane removed (i.e., |b| > 10! as the Galactic
plane is very bright in photons from gas interactions)
plus a 20! " 20! square centered on the Galactic center
(GC) and aligned on the (", b) grid of the Galactic coor-
dinate system (Galactic coordinates in degrees are used
in this paper). Though increasing the photon flux lim-
its averaged over the reported energy range by less than
10%, including the GC gives significantly better theoret-
ical line limits. For the highly point source rich region
within 1! of the GC, no point source removal was done
as this would have removed the GC. For the remaining
part of the ROI, point sources obtained from the year-1
catalog under development by the LAT team [26] were
masked from the analysis using a circle of radius 0.2!

centered on the measured point source position (conser-
vative, considering the angular resolution above 20 GeV).
This last cut removes about 0.4% of the solid angle and
about 5% of the total photons.

In searching for deviations from a locally-determined
background, we use a sliding energy window with the
window size adjusted to reflect the energy resolution.
This results in limits for 30 < E! < 200 GeV us-
ing data in the range 20 < E! < 300 GeV. The re-
sponse of the LAT to a line feature in energy were de-
termined from full detector simulations (GLEAM [20]).
Fig. 1 shows a binned representation of the fit and a
close-up of the LAT line response function at 40 GeV.
This fit also shows the largest line ”signal” that was ob-
tained in the reported energy region. We use an un-
binned likelihood method, with the likelihood function

L
!

Ē|f,#
"

=
ntot
#

i=0

f · S (Ei) + (1# f) · B (Ei,#). Here,

Ei denotes the measured energy of the ith photon. The

Fermi Constraints on Lines from Galaxy
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FIG. 2: LAT data with model, source, and UIB compo-
nents for sky region in Fig. 1. Model (lines): !0-decay,
red; bremsstrahlung, magenta; IC, green. Shaded/hatched
regions: UIB, grey/solid; source, blue/hatched; total (model
+ UIB + source), black/hatched.

5-! significance. Due to the limited statistics of all but
the very brightest sources, we used 3 bins per energy
decade in the fitting procedure. Source positions were
fixed but the spectra were fit using one free parameter
for the source flux per energy bin. The UIB component
was determined by fitting the data and sources over all
Galactic longitudes for the high-latitude region |b| ! 30!

for the full LAT energy range shown in the figure. Using
this high-latitude region minimises the e!ect of contam-
ination by the bright Galactic ridge which can be signif-
icant even up to " 10! from the plane due to the long
tails of the PSF at low energies.

To determine the uncertainty of the source and UIB
components, we modified the e!ective area to the ex-
tremes of its systematic uncertainty defined before and
refitted the data. Since the DGE model components do
not vary in the fit, the absolute change in intensity caused
by the modification to the e!ective area propagates di-
rectly to the source and UIB components. The system-
atic uncertainty on these components is energy depen-
dent and due to several e!ects.

For energies ! 10 GeV the PSF is " 0.2! (68% contain-
ment) and the sources are well-localised spatially. Since
the model is fixed and the sky maps are sparser at high
latitudes for the data taking period in this paper, the
UIB component absorbs almost all of the intensity from
the modification to the e!ective area. At low energies
the PSF is wider, 3.5! (68% containment) at 100 MeV

TABLE I: LAT data and components: 10! ! |b| ! 20!.

Energy a LATbe Modelbcd UIBbef Sourcebe

100–158 59.8 ± 0.3 26.0 11.0 6.4 8.6 21.0 ± 0.1 7.4 ± 0.4
158–251 65.0 ± 0.3 33.5 18.2 7.3 8.0 20.5 ± 0.1 5.4 ± 0.1
251–398 67.1 ± 0.3 38.2 23.2 7.6 7.4 18.7 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.1
398–631 64.5 ± 0.3 38.9 25.3 7.0 6.6 15.4 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.1
631–1000 60.8 ± 0.3 37.3 25.7 5.7 5.9 12.9 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.1
1000–1585 55.1 ± 0.4 32.8 23.3 4.4 5.1 11.6 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.1
1585–2512 46.3 ± 0.4 26.5 19.0 3.1 4.4 10.7 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1
2512–3981 37.0 ± 0.5 20.2 14.4 2.0 3.8 9.2 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1
3981–6310 29.9 ± 0.5 14.9 10.5 1.2 3.2 8.5 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.1
6310–10000 20.7 ± 0.5 10.9 7.5 0.7 2.7 6.8 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1

aMeV
bE2

!J(E!) (10"4 MeV cm"2 s"1 sr"1) evaluated at the mid-bin
energy.
cTotal/!0-decay/bremsstrahlung/inverse Compton.
dThe GALPROP galdef ID for this model is 54 5gXvarh7S which

is available at the website http://galprop.stanford.edu.
eStatistical errors only.
fUnidentified background.

for "-ray conversions in the front section of the LAT, and
the sources are less well-localised spatially. In addition,
the sky maps are well populated even at high latitudes
and display spatial structure. The PSF broadening of the
sources provides spatial structure and because the DGE
model is fixed, more intensity is assigned to the source
component to compensate in the fit. These e!ects lead
to the systematic error in the source component being
relatively larger than the isotropic at low energies and
vice versa at high energies. Note, this applies for the
high-latitude region from where the UIB component is
derived, and also for the mid-latitude range for which
we show the combined contribution by sources in Fig. 2.
Because the uncertainties in the source and UIB compo-
nents are not independent we have conservatively added
their systematic uncertainties for the total intensity band
shown in Fig. 2.

The UIB component comprises the true extragalactic
di!use "-ray emission, emission from unresolved Galac-
tic and extragalactic sources, and residual particle back-
grounds (CRs that pass the "-ray classification analysis
and "-rays produced by CR interactions in the passive
material outside the ACD) in the LAT data. In addi-
tion, other relevant foreground components that are not
completely modelled, such as emission from the solar disk
and extended emission [22] and other potentially relevant
“di!use” sources [23] are included. Hence, the UIB com-
ponent does not constitute a measurement of the extra-
galactic di!use emission. Furthermore, comparison with
the EGRET estimate of the extragalactic di!use emis-
sion [24] is problematic due to the di!erent DGE models
used and analysis details that are beyond the scope of
the current paper and will be addressed in a subsequent
publication [25].

Discussion: The intensity scales of the LAT and

Neutral Pion Decay
Kirk T. McDonald

Joseph Henry Laboratories, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
(September 15, 1976)

1 Problem

Consider the decay of the neutral ! meson of (total) energy E! to two photons, !0 ! "".

1. If the two photons are observed in the laboratory with energies E1 and E2 and angle
# between them, what is their invariant mass?

2. If the decay of the !0 is isotropic in its rest frame, what is the laboratory distribution
dN/dE" of the energies of the decay photons?

3. What is the minimum opening angle, #min, between the two photons in the lab frame?

4. What is the distribution dN/d# of the opening angle between the two photons in the
lab frame?

5. If the two photons are detected at positions x1 and x2 in a plane perpendicular to the
direction of the !0 at a distance D, what is the projected impact point x of the !0 had
it not decayed? You may assume that |x1 " x2| # D, which is true for most, but not
quite all, decays if E!/m! $ 1.

6. What is the maximum laboratory angle $max between the direction of a photon from
!0 decay and the direction of the !0, supposing the photon is observed to have energy
E" $ m!?

7. Suppose !0’s are produced in some scattering process with distribution N!(E!, $!),
where angle $! is measured with respect to the beam direction. That is, N!(E!, $!) dE! d!!

is the number of !0’s in energy interval dE! centered about energy E! that point to-
wards solid angle d!! centered about angles ($!, %!). A detector is placed at angle $
to the beam and records the energy spectrum N"(E", $) of the photons that strike it.
Show that the !0 spectrum can be related to the photon spectrum by

N!(E!, $) = "E!

2

dN"(E" = E!, $)

dE"
, (1)

if E! $ m!.

2 Solution

1. Since a (real) photon has no mass, its energy and momentum are the same: E" = P" .

1

Fermi collaboration, PRL 2009

Diffuse Emission
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• the area of a group of pixels of S contiguously
above Sth(n!) (white line, Fig 2) is greater than
60.0 square arcminutes
or

• any single pixel value is greater than 1.75!Sth(n!).

We implement these adaptive density thresholds as a
function of local stellar density n!, so that the algorithm
may be run over large fields with varying density and
allow direct comparison between fields of greatly di!erent
densities. The stellar density n! is calculated for each
pixel of the smoothed, normalized, spatial array S, as
the 0.9" ! 0.9" running average of the original spatial
density array E.

To summarize our algorithm:

• Apply CMD cuts, bin spatial positions of remaining
stars into E

• Smooth E with Plummer profile to get A

• Calculate the 0.9"!0.9" running mean Ā and run-
ning standard deviation A!

• Define S as S = (A " Ā)/A!

• Calculate array of threshold values Sth as function
of stellar density n! (from 0.9"!0.9" running mean
of E)

• Detections are where contiguous regions of pixels
with S > Sth is greater than 60.0 sq arcmin or any
single pixel is greater than 1.75 ! Sth.

3.5. Identifying and Evaluating Detections

For each of our DR6 data strips defined in §3.1, the
steps outlined in the previous sections are repeated in
0.5 magnitude distance modulus intervals, and these 16
frames are layered to form a 3-dimensional array. This
3D approach eliminates complications with multiple de-
tections of a single object using selection criteria for dif-
ferent distance moduli, and selects out the strongest de-
tection. The coordinates of stars within each detection
and the CMD within the detection’s area are plotted for
later visual inspection. Galaxy clusters and point sources
around partially resolved background galaxies (such as
their associated globular clusters) will contaminate the
detections, but these can be identifiable based on their
CMDs (see Figure 9 in §4), leaving a list of potential new
Milky Way satellite galaxies and globular clusters. At
this point follow up observations are typically necessary
to confirm the existence and nature of these candidates.

4. APPLICATION TO SDSS DATA RELEASE 6

We apply our search algorithm (as described in §3) to
21,439,777 sources with r < 22.0 and g " r < 1.0 in the
9,500 deg2 of imaging data in Data Release 6 of the SDSS.
The DR6 footprint is shown in Figure 4, along with pre-
viously known dSphs (open blue circles) and satellites
discovered in SDSS (closed red circles).

The significance of our detections of known objects in
terms of their peak density and area are shown in Figure
5. In the total area of DR6 analyzed, we find 100 unique
detections above the thresholds, defined by the dotted

Fig. 4.— Aito! projection of the DR6 footprint in Galactic
coordinates, centered on the Galactic center. Previously known
dwarfs are marked with open blue circles, satellites discovered in
SDSS are marked with filled red circles.

lines of Figure 5. The positions of each of these detec-
tions are cross-referenced against the SIMBAD database
4 as well as visually inspected via the SDSS Finding
Chart Tool5. Of our 100 detections, 19 are MW/Local
Group dwarfs (counting Boötes II, Willman 1 and Segue
1), 17 are Galactic globular clusters (including Koposov
1 and 2), 2 are known open clusters, 28 are clustering of
point sources associated with background galaxies such
as unresolved distant globular clusters, and four are Abell
galaxy clusters. The remaining 30 do not correspond to
any catalogued objects, but color-magnitude diagrams of
only a handful of these are consistent enough with a faint
MW satellite to warrant follow-up. The remainder may
be galaxy clusters whose detected center di!ers from its
cataloged centre by more than # 0.25", or perhaps tidal
debris. If the MW stellar halo is the result of accretion
of dSph then evidence of this accretion is expected. It
should be noted that objects with relatively large angu-
lar size, such as Draco and Sextans, substantially increase
the average stellar density of the area they occupy which
increases the threshold density, meaning they are not as
high above the density threshold as one might expect.
Due to the area threshold however, they are still very
prominent detections.

We recover all of the newly discovered objects that are
within DR6 and the “classically” known Draco, Leo, Leo
II, Leo A, Sextans, and Pegasus DIG dwarfs. Our detec-
tions of the new dwarfs are presented in Figures 6, 7, and
8. These figures are identical to those output by the auto-
mated algorithm for each detection, aside from the addi-
tion of figure titles (MV and distances from Martin et al.
2008 and references therein). The left panel shows the
spatial positions of stars passing the photometric selec-
tion criteria at the distance modulus the object was most
strongly detected at. The middle-left panel shows the
contour plot corresponding to S, where the contour lev-
els are (S)/Sth(n!) = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0.

4 http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/
5 http://cas.sdss.org/astrodr6/en/tools/chart/chart.asp

Satellite Year Discovered
LMC 1519
SMC 1519

Sculptor 1937
Fornax 1938
Leo II 1950
Leo I 1950

Ursa Minor 1954
Draco 1954
Carina 1977
Sextans 1990

Sagittarius 1994
Ursa Major I 2005

Willman 1 2005
Ursa Major II 2006

Bootes I 2006
Canes Venatici I 2006
Canes Venatici II 2006
Coma Berenices 2006

Segue 1 2006
Leo IV 2006

Hercules 2006
Bootes II 2007

Leo V 2008
Pisces I 2009
Segue 2 2009
Segue 3 2010
Pisces II 2010[Mateo ApJ 1993; Gilmore et al. ApJ 2007]

‣ Old stars

‣ Dark-matter dominated 

‣ Same central dark matter densities 
[Strigari et al. Nature 2008)
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Kinematics: More detailed look

! Model both the stellar and the dark matter distribution

! Statistics of stellar orbits (velocity anisotropy) 

! Assume hydrostatic equilibrium, determine mass 

! Warning!: acceptable solutions don’t guarantee consistent 
distribution function

– 13 –

well-described by a Gaussian distribution (Muñoz et al. 2005, 2006; Walker et al. 2007, 2009; Geha et al.

2009b) and we include the dispersion arising from both the motion of the stars and the measurement errors

as Strigari et al. (2007):

L(A ) ! P({vi}|A ) =

n
!

i=1

1
"

2!("2
los,i
+ "2

m,i
)

exp

#

$

$

$

$

$

%

"
1

2

(vi " u)
2

"2
los,i
+ "2

m,i

&

'

'

'

'

'

(

, (6)

where {vi} are the individual l.o.s. stellar velocity measurements and "m,i are the measurement errors on

these velocities. The mean l.o.s. velocity of the dwarf galaxy is denoted by u. The full set of astrophysical

parameters isA = #s, rs,!$, %, u, and we discuss the two new parameters !$ and % below. The theoretical

l.o.s. dispersion, "los, is the projection of the 3D velocity dispersion on the plane of the sky and this is

determined using the Jeans equation (see Binney & Tremaine 1987) once A is specified. !$ is the stellar

mass to light ratio and it sets the mass of the baryons in these dwarf galaxies given the stellar luminosity.

The velocity dispersion anisotropy is % ! 1 " "2
t
/"2r , where "t and "r are the tangential and radial velocity

dispersion of the stars (measured with respect to the center of the dwarf galaxy). We assume that % is

constant for this analysis. The probability of the astrophysical parameters,A given a data set {vi} is obtained

via Bayes’ theorem: P(A |{vi}) # P({vi}|A )P(A ). The prior probability, P(A ), for the halo parameters,

{rs, #s} is based on "CDM simulations (Diemand et al. 2007; Springel et al. 2008) and described in detail

in Martinez et al. (2009). For !$ we take the prior to be uniform between 0.5 and 5, and for % the prior is

uniform between "1 and 1.

The astrophysical factor J after marginalization over all the parameters inA for each dwarf galaxy

within an angular region of diameter 1$ is given in Table 4. The chosen 1$ region for the calculation of J

is a good match to the LAT PSF at energies of 1 " 2 GeV where most of the models under consideration

are best constrained. At lower energies, the PSF is significantly larger, but beyond 1 $ the dwarf dark matter

density has a negligible impact on the overall J computation, and at higher energies, the statistics with the

current data are rather limited. Note that, due to their uncertain nature as true dark matter dominated dSphs

or large uncertainties in their dark matter content, the Segue 2, Willman 1, and Bootes II dSphs have not

been considered in this analysis. In addition, new stellar data on Segue 1 and Bootes II are being currently

reduced and will be used in a forthcoming publication. We also exclude Ursa Major I, Hercules, and Leo

IV, because their J values are smaller than those of the rest of the sample, yielding a final sample of 8 dSphs

used for the dark matter constraints.

In principle, annihilations in cold and dense substructure in the dwarf galaxy halo can increase J.

However, previous studies have shown that this boost due to annihilations in substructure is unlikely to be

larger than a factor of few (see e.g. Martinez et al. 2009). Similarly, a boost in the annihilation cross-section

in dwarfs due to a Sommerfeld enhancement (e.g. Arkani-Hamed et al. 2009), where the annihilation cross-

section depends on the relative velocity of the particles, would increase the expected gamma-ray signal and

improve our constraints. In order to be conservative, we have not included either of these e#ects.
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more massive galaxies in the local group were considered
in [25], potentially dark subhalos were studied in [26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31], and the prospects of detecting microhalos
were explored in [32, 33].

In comparison to previous studies of dSphs, our work is
the first to combine theoretical predictions for CDM halo
profile shapes and normalizations with specific dynami-
cal constraints for each observed system. Though the
observed velocity dispersion profiles are equally well fit
by both central density cores and cusps, we restrict our-
selves to inner profile shapes ! ! r!! with " " 0.7 # 1.2
[34, 35], because this is what is expected for the sub-
set of dark matter candidates that actually annihilate
into photons (CDM). We show that the primary uncer-
tainty in the smooth dark matter flux contribution for
CDM halos comes not from the relatively narrow range
of central cusp slopes, but from the density and radius
normalization parameters, !s and rs for the halo. As we
show below, the published velocity dispersion data along
with the predicted relations between !s and rs for CDM
halos allow a tight constraint on the dark-halo density
contribution to the annihilation signal.

While the value of the expected flux signal for each
dSph is sensitive to the (unknown) nature of the under-
lying dark matter candidate, we demonstrate that the
relative flux from system-to-system is significantly con-
strained. Ursa Minor is the most promising dSph can-
didate for detection and we present the expected "-ray
flux ratios between the remaining five dSphs and Ursa
Minor. We also demonstrate that enhancement of the
signal due to the presence of substructure in dSph halos
themselves increases the predicted fluxes by at most a
factor of $ 100.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
discuss the "-ray annihilation signal expected from CDM
halos and the enhancement of the flux due to the presence
of substructure within the dSph dark matter halos. In
section III we discuss the dynamical modeling of the dSph
galaxies. In section IV we present our results, and we
conclude in section V. Throughout the paper, we assume
a !CDM cosmological model with "m = 0.3, "! = 0.7,
h = 0.7 and #8 = 0.9.

II. GAMMA-RAYS FROM ANNIHILATION IN
COLD DARK MATTER HALOS

The "-ray flux from dark matter annihilation in a dark
matter halo with characteristic density !s and radius rs

at a distance D may be written as

dN!

dAdt
=

1

4$
P [%#v&, M", dN!/dE] L(!s, rs,D). (1)

We have explicitly divided the flux into a term that de-
pends only on the dark matter particle and its annihila-
tion characteristics, P(%#v&, M", dN!/dE), and one that
depends only on the density structure of the dark mat-
ter halo, the distance to the halo, D, and the angular

size over which the system is observed, L(!s, rs,D). The
structure quantity L is defined as

L =

! "#

0

"
!

LOS
!2[r(%,D, s)] ds

#

d" (2)

where the integral is performed along the line of sight over
a solid angle #" = 2$(1#cos %). The term that contains
the microscopic dark matter physics is given explicitly as

P =

! M!

Eth

$

i

dN!,i

dE

%#v&i
M2

"
dE. (3)

Here, the mass of the dark matter particle is M", the an-
nihilation cross section to a final state “i” is %#v&i, and
the spectrum of photons emitted from dark matter anni-
hilation to that final state is dN!,i/dE. Our goal is to use
observed velocity dispersion profiles to empirically con-
strain the L term. This allows observations from "#ray
telescopes to more e$ectively constrain the particle na-
ture of dark matter through P .

A. Photon spectrum and cross sections

As a fiducial case, we consider neutralino dark matter
in order to determine an appropriate value for P . Neu-
tralino annihilation to a photon final state occurs via: (1)
loop diagrams to two photons (""), each of energy E!! =
M"; (2) loop diagrams to a photon and a Z0 boson ("Z0)
with a photon energy of E!Z0 = M"[1 # (Mz0/2M")2];
and (3) through an intermediate state that subsequently
decays and/or hadronizes, yielding photons (h). For this
latter case, the resulting photon spectrum is a continuum
and is well-approximated by [12]

dN!,h

dE
= &1

E

M"

%

E

M"

&!3/2

exp

'

#&2
E

M"

(

(4)

where (&1, &2) = (0.73, 7.76) for WW and Z0Z0 final
states, (&1, &2) = (1.0, 10.7) for bb̄, (&1, &2) = (1.1, 15.1)
for tt̄, and (&1, &2) = (0.95, 6.5) for uū. The cross sec-
tions associated with these processes span many orders
of magnitude. For the direct annihilation to a "" or "Z0

final states the maximum presently allowed value of the
annihilation cross section to these final states is roughly
$ %#v&!!,!Z0 $ 10!28cm3s!1. The total cross section
associated with photon emission from the hadronization
of the annihilation products has a corresponding upper
bound of %#v&h ' 5 ( 10!26cm3s!1. In the most opti-
mistic scenario, where the cross sections are fixed to their
highest value and the mass of the neutralino is $ 46 GeV,
so that P = PSUSY ' 10!28cm3s!1GeV!2.

The value of P will be di$erent for di$erent dark mat-
ter candidates. For example, in models of minimal uni-
versal extra-dimensions, the annihilation cross section
and the mass of the lightest Kaluza-Klein particle can
be significantly higher than what we assumed here (e.g.,

{ }
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{ }Flux = 
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vo,ı is the observed velocity of the ith star and vo is the mean
of these velocities over all stars in the galaxy. The quantity
eı represents the measurement uncertainty of the ith star,
and angle brackets represent an average over all the stars in
a radial bin. We further assume that the error on vo is neg-
ligible and that the actual velocities are uncorrelated with
their measurement error. With these assumptions, !̂2 is an
unbiased estimator of the corresponding population quan-
tity, and approximating the sampling distributions of !v2"
and !e2" as normal, the uncertainty on !̂ can be estimated
as

"2 =
1
2N

!v2"2

!v2" # !e2"
. (9)

Given an estimate of the intrinsic velocity dispersion
profile of each satellite based on Eq. 8, we step through all
the subhalos in the six Aquarius simulations to determine
which subhalo has the (spherically averaged) potential that
best describes the data. Specifically, for each Aquarius sub-
halo, we derive a spherical potential from the mass profile
M(r) and then use the Jeans equation (2) to calculate the
line-of-sight velocity dispersion profile, !los(R), which cor-
responds to the model star count profile of Table 1 and an
everywhere isotropic velocity dispersion tensor. This line-of-
sight velocity dispersion is then averaged over the positions
of all the stars in each annulus to predict the population
mean square velocity within that annulus. For each satellite-
subhalo pair we then determine the quantity

#2 =

Nbins
!

ı=1

[!̂ı # !los(Rı)]
2

"2ı
, (10)

where Nbins is the number of annuli and Rı is the mean value
of the projected radius of the stars in the ıth annulus. For a
given satellite, it then follows that the best fitting Aquarius
subhalo is the one that minimizes Eq. 10.

Once a “best” subhalo has been identified in this way,
we can quantify whether it actually provides an acceptable
fit by comparing the #2 value from Eq. 10 to the theoretical
distribution of #2 for Nbins degrees of freedom. If p is the
fraction of the theoretical distribution at larger values than
the measured #2, then we can exclude the hypothesis that
the observed satellite has isotropic velocity dispersions and
is hosted by this “best” subhalo at confidence level 1 # p.
(Note that, given our assumptions, there are no free parame-
ters when comparing observed and predicted dispersion pro-
files for a specific subhalo.) If p is not very small, then we
conclude that the observed satellite could be hosted by a
!CDM subhalo. Note that the converse does not apply. If
p is very small, the observed satellite could still live in a
!CDM subhalo if it has significant velocity anisotropies.

4 RESULTS

In this section we turn to the implementation of the algo-
rithms described above. We begin by finding the Aquarius
subhalo that best matches the line-of-sight velocity disper-
sion of each satellite under the assumption of negligible ve-
locity anisotropy and for the model stellar density profile we
have fitted to the observed counts. We then check whether
the line-of-sight velocity distributions of these models are
consistent with those observed.
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Figure 2. Line-of-sight velocity dispersion for our five satellites.
The solid curves show the dispersion predicted by inserting the
potential determined from the best fitting Aquarius subhalo and
the photometric profile of Table 1 into Eq. 1, assuming no veloc-
ity anisotropies. The symbols show the observational data taken
from Mateo et al. (2008) (Leo I) and Walker et al. (2009) (For-
nax, Carina, Sculptor, and Sextans). The errors on the velocity
dispersion in each bin are assigned according to Eq. 9.

Table 1. Number of member stars with measured radial velocities
in each of our five galaxies, together with the parameters in Eq. 4
for our preferred fits to their star count profiles, as shown in Fig. 1.
The final column gives the value of !2 per degree of freedom for
these count profile fits.

Satellite # of stars a b c r0 [kpc] !2/d.o.f

Fornax 2409 1 4 4.5 0.67 1.0
Leo I 328 0 3 7.5 0.40 1.6
Carina 758 0.5 3 5.3 0.29 1.1
Sculptor 1392 0.5 3 5.5 0.32 0.4
Sextans 424 0.5 3 3.3 0.44 0.1

4.1 Best-fitting subhalos

Figure 2 compares the observed velocity dispersion profiles
of our five satellites to those predicted by Eq. 2 when a
stellar system with a star count profile given by Eq. 4 with
the parameters in Table 1, with a stellar mass-to-light ratio
of 1, and with negligible velocity anisotropy, is embedded in
the Aquarius subhalo that fits best according to the criterion
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vo,ı is the observed velocity of the ith star and vo is the mean
of these velocities over all stars in the galaxy. The quantity
eı represents the measurement uncertainty of the ith star,
and angle brackets represent an average over all the stars in
a radial bin. We further assume that the error on vo is neg-
ligible and that the actual velocities are uncorrelated with
their measurement error. With these assumptions, !̂2 is an
unbiased estimator of the corresponding population quan-
tity, and approximating the sampling distributions of !v2"
and !e2" as normal, the uncertainty on !̂ can be estimated
as
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Given an estimate of the intrinsic velocity dispersion
profile of each satellite based on Eq. 8, we step through all
the subhalos in the six Aquarius simulations to determine
which subhalo has the (spherically averaged) potential that
best describes the data. Specifically, for each Aquarius sub-
halo, we derive a spherical potential from the mass profile
M(r) and then use the Jeans equation (2) to calculate the
line-of-sight velocity dispersion profile, !los(R), which cor-
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of the projected radius of the stars in the ıth annulus. For a
given satellite, it then follows that the best fitting Aquarius
subhalo is the one that minimizes Eq. 10.
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we can quantify whether it actually provides an acceptable
fit by comparing the #2 value from Eq. 10 to the theoretical
distribution of #2 for Nbins degrees of freedom. If p is the
fraction of the theoretical distribution at larger values than
the measured #2, then we can exclude the hypothesis that
the observed satellite has isotropic velocity dispersions and
is hosted by this “best” subhalo at confidence level 1 # p.
(Note that, given our assumptions, there are no free parame-
ters when comparing observed and predicted dispersion pro-
files for a specific subhalo.) If p is not very small, then we
conclude that the observed satellite could be hosted by a
!CDM subhalo. Note that the converse does not apply. If
p is very small, the observed satellite could still live in a
!CDM subhalo if it has significant velocity anisotropies.

4 RESULTS

In this section we turn to the implementation of the algo-
rithms described above. We begin by finding the Aquarius
subhalo that best matches the line-of-sight velocity disper-
sion of each satellite under the assumption of negligible ve-
locity anisotropy and for the model stellar density profile we
have fitted to the observed counts. We then check whether
the line-of-sight velocity distributions of these models are
consistent with those observed.
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Figure 2. Line-of-sight velocity dispersion for our five satellites.
The solid curves show the dispersion predicted by inserting the
potential determined from the best fitting Aquarius subhalo and
the photometric profile of Table 1 into Eq. 1, assuming no veloc-
ity anisotropies. The symbols show the observational data taken
from Mateo et al. (2008) (Leo I) and Walker et al. (2009) (For-
nax, Carina, Sculptor, and Sextans). The errors on the velocity
dispersion in each bin are assigned according to Eq. 9.

Table 1. Number of member stars with measured radial velocities
in each of our five galaxies, together with the parameters in Eq. 4
for our preferred fits to their star count profiles, as shown in Fig. 1.
The final column gives the value of !2 per degree of freedom for
these count profile fits.

Satellite # of stars a b c r0 [kpc] !2/d.o.f

Fornax 2409 1 4 4.5 0.67 1.0
Leo I 328 0 3 7.5 0.40 1.6
Carina 758 0.5 3 5.3 0.29 1.1
Sculptor 1392 0.5 3 5.5 0.32 0.4
Sextans 424 0.5 3 3.3 0.44 0.1

4.1 Best-fitting subhalos

Figure 2 compares the observed velocity dispersion profiles
of our five satellites to those predicted by Eq. 2 when a
stellar system with a star count profile given by Eq. 4 with
the parameters in Table 1, with a stellar mass-to-light ratio
of 1, and with negligible velocity anisotropy, is embedded in
the Aquarius subhalo that fits best according to the criterion
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3.1 Photometry

We use photometric data from the following sources for
the surface density profiles of our five galaxies: Fornax
(Coleman et al. 2005); Sculptor (Battaglia et al. 2008); Sex-
tans (Irwin & Hatzidimitriou 1995); Leo I (Smolcic et al.
2007); Carina (Munoz et al. 2006). Traditional fits to these
data sets have used King or Plummer models, the latter
corresponding to {a, b, c} = {0, 2, 5} in Eq. 4. Such fits typi-
cally fail to reproduce the measured star counts in the outer
regions (Irwin & Hatzidimitriou 1995). In addition, they en-
force a constant density core which is consistent with star
counts in some globular clusters but not with photometry of
the inner regions of brighter early type galaxies, almost all
of which show inner cusps corresponding to a values signifi-
cantly greater than zero (Gebhardt et al. 1996).

We take {a, b, c, r0} in Eq. 4 as free parameters to be
adjusted when fitting the observed star count profiles. We
perform a standard Abel projection of !!(r) to obtain I!(R)
and we determine the free parameters for each satellite via
a standard "2 minimization procedure. In performing these
fits, we find that there is a complex degeneracy in the space
spanned by the four parameters. Motivated by reasons that
we discuss in detail in Section 4, we focus on models in which
the 3D stellar profiles are characterized by a central shallow
cusp and a relatively sharp turnover to a steep outer power
law. For Sculptor, Carina, and Sextans we will specifically
adopt a central cusp with a = 0.5, and b = 3, while for
Fornax, we will use a = 1 and b = 4. In Leo I, the star counts
do appear to require a core, and we adopt a = 0 and a similar
transition to the steep outer power law. With a and b fixed
a priori, we vary the remaining parameters, {c, r0}, in order
to minimize "2. In all cases this results in reduced "2 values
near unity, indicating an acceptable fit, and also within the
90% c.l. of the minimum values attainable by varying all
four parameters independently. The resulting parameter sets
are given together with the corresponding "2/(Nbin ! 5) in
Table 1. Note that since our goal is to demonstrate that the
observations are consistent with simple spherical, isotropic
models within !CDM subhalos, it is not necessary for us to
choose the best-fit profile parameters; rather we need only
show that the parameters we do choose are consistent with
the star count data.

In Figure 1 we plot these surface density profiles for each
satellite on top of the observed data. The scale radii vary
over the range 0.29 kpc (Carina) ! r0 ! 0.67 kpc (Fornax)
and the outer slopes over the range 3.3 (Sextans) ! c !

7.5 (Leo). As noted above, the degeneracies allow signifi-
cant variations in these quantities, particularly if a and b
are allowed to vary away from the values we have chosen.
Our choices are motivated in part by simplicity (e.g. for a),
in part by experimentation, determining which parameter
ranges allow good fits also to the kinematic data (see be-
low). For Sextans such considerations lead us to settle on
a relatively shallow outer density profile, while for Leo the
data force us to a steep outer profile. Note that in all cases,
the star counts were actually carried out in elliptical annuli.
The radial coordinate plotted is the geometric mean of the
major and minor axes which we expect to correspond best
to the count profile for circular annuli. (The typical elliptic-
ities of these satellites are " 0.3 (Irwin & Hatzidimitriou
1995)).
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Figure 1. Projected surface density profiles for each of the satel-
lites that we consider, fit using the formula in Eq. 4. The values
chosen for the parameters (a, b, c, r0) for each galaxy are given in
Table 1, together with the corresponding !2 per degree of free-
dom. Our procedures for selecting these parameters are outlined
in section 3, where we also give references for the observational
data plotted in each panel.

3.2 Kinematics

The kinematic datasets that we use consist of line-of-sight
stellar velocities from the samples of Mateo et al. (2008)
and Walker et al. (2009). The latter use an “Expectation
Maximization” method for evaluating membership and re-
moving contaminants from each sample, and we consider
only those stars for which Walker et al. (2009) assign > 90%
probability of membership. The resulting numbers of stars
are listed in Table 1. For Leo I, which is the only galaxy
in our sample without published membership probabilities,
we use data from Mateo et al. (2008), and consider those
stars as members that have velocities in the range from
240 to 320 km s"1. As this range of velocities is well sepa-
rated from that of MW foreground stars, it is unlikely that
this sample su"ers significant contamination. Other meth-
ods for cleaning dSphs from contaminating MW halo stars
have been considered (e.g. Klimentowski et al. 2007); these
typically reduce the velocity dispersion at outer radii. The
Walker et al. (2009) membership cuts appear appropriate
for our analysis here.

For each satellite, we bin the velocity data in a series
of circular annuli and estimate the mean square line-of-sight
velocity in each annulus as

#̂2 # $v2% ! $e2%. (8)

Here we define the velocity of a star as vı = vo,ı ! vo, where
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do appear to require a core, and we adopt a = 0 and a similar
transition to the steep outer power law. With a and b fixed
a priori, we vary the remaining parameters, {c, r0}, in order
to minimize "2. In all cases this results in reduced "2 values
near unity, indicating an acceptable fit, and also within the
90% c.l. of the minimum values attainable by varying all
four parameters independently. The resulting parameter sets
are given together with the corresponding "2/(Nbin ! 5) in
Table 1. Note that since our goal is to demonstrate that the
observations are consistent with simple spherical, isotropic
models within !CDM subhalos, it is not necessary for us to
choose the best-fit profile parameters; rather we need only
show that the parameters we do choose are consistent with
the star count data.
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satellite on top of the observed data. The scale radii vary
over the range 0.29 kpc (Carina) ! r0 ! 0.67 kpc (Fornax)
and the outer slopes over the range 3.3 (Sextans) ! c !

7.5 (Leo). As noted above, the degeneracies allow signifi-
cant variations in these quantities, particularly if a and b
are allowed to vary away from the values we have chosen.
Our choices are motivated in part by simplicity (e.g. for a),
in part by experimentation, determining which parameter
ranges allow good fits also to the kinematic data (see be-
low). For Sextans such considerations lead us to settle on
a relatively shallow outer density profile, while for Leo the
data force us to a steep outer profile. Note that in all cases,
the star counts were actually carried out in elliptical annuli.
The radial coordinate plotted is the geometric mean of the
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to the count profile for circular annuli. (The typical elliptic-
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Figure 1. Projected surface density profiles for each of the satel-
lites that we consider, fit using the formula in Eq. 4. The values
chosen for the parameters (a, b, c, r0) for each galaxy are given in
Table 1, together with the corresponding !2 per degree of free-
dom. Our procedures for selecting these parameters are outlined
in section 3, where we also give references for the observational
data plotted in each panel.

3.2 Kinematics

The kinematic datasets that we use consist of line-of-sight
stellar velocities from the samples of Mateo et al. (2008)
and Walker et al. (2009). The latter use an “Expectation
Maximization” method for evaluating membership and re-
moving contaminants from each sample, and we consider
only those stars for which Walker et al. (2009) assign > 90%
probability of membership. The resulting numbers of stars
are listed in Table 1. For Leo I, which is the only galaxy
in our sample without published membership probabilities,
we use data from Mateo et al. (2008), and consider those
stars as members that have velocities in the range from
240 to 320 km s"1. As this range of velocities is well sepa-
rated from that of MW foreground stars, it is unlikely that
this sample su"ers significant contamination. Other meth-
ods for cleaning dSphs from contaminating MW halo stars
have been considered (e.g. Klimentowski et al. 2007); these
typically reduce the velocity dispersion at outer radii. The
Walker et al. (2009) membership cuts appear appropriate
for our analysis here.

For each satellite, we bin the velocity data in a series
of circular annuli and estimate the mean square line-of-sight
velocity in each annulus as

#̂2 # $v2% ! $e2%. (8)

Here we define the velocity of a star as vı = vo,ı ! vo, where
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Fig. 1.— Spectral fits to the counts (left panels) and the corresponding residuals (right panels) for the ROIs

around two dwarf spheroidal galaxies, Willman 1 (top panels) and Draco (bottom panels). The lines in the

spectral plots (left panels) are point sources (black), theGalactic di!use component (blue) and the isotropic

component (red). The black line overlaid to the data points is the best-fit total spectrum in the respective

ROIs. The best-fit power-law models (with " = 2 here) for the dwarfs are below the lower bound of the

ordinates. Willman 1 is the worst residual obtained in our sample, while Draco is illustrative of the fit quality

for most ROIs.

Abdo et al., Astrophys.J. 712 (2010) 147-158
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consistent with all accelerator constraints and red points have a neutralino thermal relic abundance corre-

sponding to the inferred cosmological dark matter density (blue points have a lower thermal relic density,

and we assume that neutralinos still comprise all of the dark matter in virtue of additional non-thermal pro-

duction processes). The lines indicate the Fermi 95% upper limits obtained from likelihood analysis on the

selected dwarfs given in Table 4.
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dSph stacking with the Fermi-LAT Maja Llena Garde

Figure 1: Upper limits on WIMP annihilation cross section for annihilation into 100% bb̄, σv evaluated at
mWIMP = 50, 100, 150, 300, 600 and 1000 GeV. The expected thermal WIMP cross-section is plotted as a
reference. The limits are 84% two-sided.

masses below 10 GeV only limits for mass points above 10 GeV are reliable. An update for low
masses is forthcoming.

4. Discussion and outlook

A stacking analysis of 8 dSphs has been presented using a combined likelihood approach.
Limits improve with respect to the the most stringent of the 8 individual limits, depending on
WIMP mass. Some tests on consistency under choice of ROI, fit range and binning have been
performed. The results presented here are preliminary. The inclusion of systematic uncertainties is
in progress. More dSphs will be added if they are sufficiently nearby, if relatively accurate estimates
of their DM distribution can be obtained, and if they are situated at sufficiently high galactic latitude
to avoid galactic foreground. The analysis will be updated for more recent data, more annihilation
channels will be studied, and a paper is in preparation within the Fermi-LAT collaboration.
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Segue 1: The Darkest Galaxy

6 Simon et al.

Fig. 2.— (a) Color-magnitude diagram of observed stars in Segue 1. The large black circles represent stars identified as radial velocity
members of the galaxy using our subjective approach, the small black dots represent stars identified as non-members, and the magenta
crosses are spectroscopically confirmed background galaxies and quasars. The red curve shows the location of the red giant branch, subgiant
branch, and main sequence turno! populations in the globular cluster M92 and the cyan curve shows the location of the horizontal branch
of M13, both corrected for Galactic extinction and shifted to a distance of 23 kpc (data from Clem et al. 2008). (b) Spatial distribution
of observed stars in Segue 1. Symbols are the same as in (a), and the ellipse represents the half-light radius of Segue 1 from Martin et al.
(2008). (c) Velocity histogram of observed stars in Segue 1. Velocities are corrected to the heliocentric rest frame. The filled red histogram
represents stars classified as members, and the hatched black-and-white histogram represents non-members. The velocity bins are 2 km s!1

wide.

Fig. 3.— (a) Distribution of observed stars in velocity and radius. Filled red points represent stars that pass the color and magnitude
selection (at either high or low priority) described in § 2.2, and open black points are stars that lie outside that selection region. Stars
that have been observed multiple times are plotted with their weighted average values. Segue 1 stands out as the large overdensity of stars
near vhel = 200 km s!1 extending out to a radius of ! 13". Based on the distribution of Milky Way stars, it is clear that at small radii
(r " 7") the risk of contamination of the Segue 1 member sample is very low. In addition to Segue 1, there is also a distinct concentration
of stars near 300 km s!1. (b) Distribution of observed stars in velocity and reduced Ca triplet equivalent width, a proxy for metallicity.
As in the left panel, a large fraction of the Segue 1 members separate cleanly from the Milky Way foreground population. At W" > 5 Å,
the distributions begin to overlap, and unambiguously classifying individual stars as members or nonmembers becomes more di"cult.
Fortunately, relatively few stars are located in this region. It is clear that Segue 1 is more metal-poor than the bulk of the foreground
population, although W" is a much less accurate metallicity indicator for main sequence stars than giants. The 300 km s!1 structure
appears to be more enriched than Segue 1.

the measured velocities. These calculations are a natural
generalization of the Walker et al. (2009b) EM method.
The method is described in more detail in Paper II and
is summarized here in § 5. In this framework, we find

53 definite members (!p" # 0.9) and 9 further proba-
ble members (0.8 $ !p" < 0.9), plus the 2 RR Lyrae
variables (see § 4.2), but 7 of the stars considered likely
members by the other two techniques receive lower prob-
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FIG. 1: Current exclusion regions from Fermi 9-month gamma-ray observations of Segue 1 (bounded below by the blue solid
diagonal line) and MAGIC gamma-ray observations of Segue 1 (bounded below by the purple solid curved line). The exclusion
regions use the conservative 2σ lower limit of Lann given in Table I within θ = 0.25 (Fermi) and θ = 0.1 (MAGIC). The
dashed blue and purple lines depict the respective cross-section bounds using the optimistic 2σ upper limits of Lann. For the
χχ → W+W− channel, the black dot is the region favored by a model of wino-like neutralinos that explains the PAMELA
positron data [40]. Note that mχ � mt � 175 GeV for the χχ→ tt̄ channel.

The energy spectra for the longer channel χχ→ φφ with

φ→ µ+µ− are given by

dNνe

dx
= −5

3
+ 3x2 − 4

3
x3

+ 2 ln
1

x
(10)

dNνµ

dx
= −19

18
+

3

2
x2 − 4

9
x3

+
5

3
ln

1

x
, (11)

where x = Eν/mχ [39]. (The νi and ν̄i spectra are the

same for each channel). When these neutrinos reach

Earth, the probability that νi will have oscillated into

νµ is roughly [45]

P (νµ → νµ) � P (ν̄µ → ν̄µ) � 0.39,

P (νe → νµ) � P (ν̄e → ν̄µ) � 0.22 (12)

(we take this oscillation probability also into account for

the direct channel χχ→ νµν̄µ). Since Segue 1 lies in the

Northern Hemisphere, these neutrinos travel through the

Earth towards IceCube. While νe and ντ predominantly

give rise to cascade-like events in IceCube, νµ’s can con-

vert to muons in the ice and produce track-like events

that yield much better angular resolution [46]. We thus

focus exclusively on detecting the muons from the νµ’s.

(In particular, we also ignore the muons produced from

ντ → τ → µ.)

Given dNνµ,ν̄µ/dEν above, one obtains the differential

neutrino flux, dΦνµ,ν̄µ/dEν , from Eq. (1). The muon

energy spectrum detected by IceCube in a time T is given

by

Nµ

dEµ
(Eµ) = T

� mχ

Eµ

dEν
ρm

mN

dΦνµ,ν̄µ

dEν

� dσν

dEµ
+

dσν̄

dEµ

�

×R(Eµ, Eth)Aeff(Eµ). (13)

Gamma-ray limits: Segue 1

Essig, Sehgal, Strigari, Simon, Geha, PRD 2010
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Figure 6. Annihilation cross section ULs from Segue 1 MAGIC data considering neutralino anni-
hilating entirely into bb̄ or into !+!!. mSUGRA models with a relic density within 3"WMAP from
the WMAP value are plotted (black crosses). Among these, neutralinos annihilating mainly in bb̄
and !+!! are indicated with light brown points and blue points respectively. The dashed brown
line indicates ULs for a neutralino annihilating entirely into bb̄ while the solid blue lines the case of
annihilations into !+!!. The blue thin line represents the integral UL for the !+!! channel as if
they were calculated (independently of the mass) with a fixed energy threshold of 100 GeV, while for
the thick blue line the energy threshold is optimized for each value of m!. Finally, for annihilations
into !+!!, the blue band covers the 2" uncertainty on J!(!").

neutralinos that co-annihilate with stops and staus, or the “tail” at low masses (around 50
GeV). Among the models compatible with WMAP bounds, two representative subsets are
also shown using a di#erent color coding according to their main annihilation channel (light
brown points for branching ratio B(b b̄) > 0.85, and blue points for B(!+!!) > 0.7), which
are representatives of a soft and hard gamma-ray spectrum respectively (see figure 7).

For each DM model in the scan, the integral flux UL $UL(> E0) can be computed
following eq. (3.3), using the Segue 1 data and the specific gamma-ray spectrum of the
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the number of stellar velocity measurements. While the uncertainty hits a floor of ! 25% for large data sets,
our current small samples mean that the uncertainties can be greatly reduced by additional observations.



LAT collaboration: Fermi/LAT observations of Local Group galaxies: detection of M 31 and search for M 33

Fig. 1. Gaussian kernel (! = 0.5!) smoothed counts maps of the region of interest (ROI) in a true local projection before (left) and after subtraction
of the background model (right) for the energy range 200 MeV–20 GeV and for a pixel size of 0.05! " 0.05!. Overlaid are IRIS 100 µm contours
of M 31 convolved with the LAT point spread function to indicate the extent and shape of the galaxy. The boxes show the locations of the 4 point
sources that have been included in the background model.

("J2000, #J2000) = (00h43.9m ± 1.8m,+41!23# ± 22#) that again
encloses the centre of M 31 within the 1! confidence contour.

We determined the statistical significance of the detection,
as well as its spectral parameters, by fitting a spatial template for
M 31 to the data on top of the gamma-ray background model that
we introduced above. The M 31 template was derived from the
Improved Reprocessing of the IRAS Survey (IRIS) 100 µm far
infrared map (Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005). Far infrared
emission can be taken as a first-order approximation of the ex-
pected distribution of gamma-ray emission from a galaxy since it
traces interstellar gas convolved with the recent massive star for-
mation activity. The spatial distributions of di!use gamma-ray
emission from our own Galaxy or the LMC are indeed traced by
far-infrared emission to the first order.

From the IRIS 100 µm map, we removed any pedestal emis-
sion, which we estimated from an annulus around M 31, and we
clipped the image beyond a radius of 1.6!.

Using this IRIS 100 µm spatial template for M 31 and assum-
ing a power-law spectral shape led to a detection above the back-
ground at TS= 28.8, which corresponds to a detection signifi-
cance of 5.0! for 2 free parameters. We obtained a >100 MeV
photon flux of (11.0 ± 4.7stat ± 2.0sys) " 10$9 ph cm$2 s$1 and
a spectral index of " = 2.1 ± 0.2stat ± 0.1sys using this model.
Systematic errors include uncertainties in our knowledge of the
e!ective area of the LAT and uncertainties in the modelling of
di!use Galactic gamma-ray emission. As an alternative we fitted
the data using the IRIS 60 µm, IRIS 25 µm, a template based on
H" emission (Finkbeiner 2003) or the geometrical ellipse shape
we used earlier for source localization. All these templates pro-
vide results that are close to (and consistent with) those obtained
using the IRIS 100 µm map. Fitting the data using a point source
at the centre of M 31 provided a slightly smaller TS (25.5) and a
steeper spectral index (" = 2.5± 0.2stat ± 0.1sys), which provides
marginal evidence (at the 1.8! confidence level) of a spatial ex-
tension of the source beyond the energy-dependent LAT point
spread function.

Using the gamma-ray luminosity spectrum determined from
a GALPROP model of the MW that was scaled to the as-
sumed distance of 780 kpc of M 31 (Strong et al. 2010)5 in-
stead of a power law allows determination of the >100 MeV
luminosity ratio r$ between M 31 and the MW. We obtain r$ =
0.55 ± 0.11stat ± 0.10sys where we linearly added uncertainties
in the assumed halo size of the model to the systematic errors
in the measurement. The luminosity of M 31 is thus about half
that of the MW. The model gives TS= 28.9, which is compa-
rable to the value obtained using a power law, yet now with
only one free parameter, the detection significance rises to 5.3!.
According to this model, the >100 MeV photon flux of M 31 is
(9.1 ± 1.9stat ± 1.0sys) " 10$9 ph cm$2 s$1.

We determined the spectrum of the gamma-ray emission
from M 31 independently of any assumption about the spectral
shape by fitting the IRIS 100 µm template in five logarithmically
spaced energy bins covering the energy range 200 MeV–50 GeV
to the data. Figure 2 shows the resulting spectrum on which we
superimposed the GALPROP model of the MW for r$ = 0.55.
Overall, the agreement between the observed spectrum of M 31
and the model is very satisfactory. The upturn in the spectrum
at high energies, though not significant, could possibly be at-
tributed to emission from the BL Lac object 1ES 0037+405, the
only known blazar in the line of sight towards M 31. In a dedi-
cated analysis above 5 GeV, we found a cluster of 6–7 counts that
are positionally consistent with coming from that blazar. Adding
1ES 0037+405 as a point source to our model and extending
the energy range for the fit to 200 MeV–300 GeV results in a
TS= 16$20 for the source, where the range reflects uncertainties

5 We use throughout this work a representative model of the MW from
Strong et al. (2010) with a halo size of 4 kpc and that assumes di!u-
sive reacceleration. The model is based on cosmic-ray, Fermi-LAT and
other data, and includes interstellar pion-decay, inverse Compton and
Bremsstrahlung. Varying the halo size between 2 and 10 kpc a!ects
the >100 MeV luminosity and photon flux by less than 10% and 3%,
respectively.
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Fermi-LAT detection of Local Group Galaxies

LAT collaboration: Fermi/LAT observations of Local Group galaxies: detection of M 31 and search for M 33

Fig. 3. Gamma-ray >100 MeV luminosity versus total number of hydro-
gen atoms (top panel) and star formation rate (bottom panel) for Local
Group galaxies and the starbursts M 82 and NGC 253. In the bottom
panel, the lines are power-law fits to the data for the MW, M 31, the
LMC, and the SMC, for which the slope was free (solid) or fixed to 1
(dashed).

M 33 thus may be within reach of the LAT within the next few
years.

The L!-SFR plot does suggest a correlation in common for
Local Group and starburst galaxies. Although it is premature
to draw conclusions about any strong correlation over such a
wide range of galaxy properties because of the small size of our
sample, if such a correlation exists, it would be analogous to
the well-known tight correlation between radio and far-infrared
emission over a wide range of galaxy types (e.g. Murphy et al.
2006). The latter is linked to the relation between CRs and
SFR, and although not yet fully understood, it is thought to re-
sult to some extent from CR electron calorimetry. While pro-
ton calorimetry clearly can be excluded as an explanation of
the L!-SFR correlation because the intermediate-size galaxies
of the Local Group are thought to be very ine!cient at retaining
CR protons, the dominant CR component (Strong et al. 2010),
a correlation may relate to the contribution of CR leptons to
the gamma-ray emission. Depending on the ISM and CR trans-
port conditions, CR leptons may lose their energy predominantly
through gamma-ray-emitting processes (like inverse-Compton
or Bremsstrahlung, as opposed to ionization and synchrotron)
and dominate the total gamma-ray luminosity7. This could drive
the correlation between L! and SFR for galactic systems with
high lepton calorimetric e!ciency. Whatever the explanation
for this global correlation, it is worthwhile noting that it holds

7 Some variants of the GALPROP MW model actually predict that
leptons can be responsible for up to !50% of its >100 MeV gamma-ray
photon flux (Strong et al. 2010).

despite the fact that conditions may vary considerably within a
galaxy (e.g. the peculiar 30 Doradus region in the LMC, or the
very active cores of starbursts).

The L! vs SFR plane therefore seems to hold potential for
defining constraints on CR production and transport processes.
The inferred L! values are, however, not uniquely due to CR-
ISM interactions but include a contribution of individual galactic
sources such as pulsars and their nebulae. The relative contribu-
tions of discrete sources and CR-ISM interactions to the total
gamma-ray emission very likely vary with galaxy properties like
SFR, which may complicate the interpretation of any L! trend in
terms of CR large-scale population and transport.

Also more exotic processes, such as annihilation or decay
of WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles), might con-
tribute to the overall signal from M 31. Several extensions of
the Standard Model of particle physics naturally predict the ex-
istence of WIMPs (e.g. supersymmetry, universal extra dimen-
sions). Rather than focusing on a specific scenario, we estimate
a conservative upper bound on this contribution in the case of
a generic 100 GeV WIMP annihilating exclusively into bottom
quarks, which is one of the leading tree level annihilation chan-
nels of a WIMP predicted by supersymmetric theories. The nor-
malization of the predicted spectrum is initially set to zero and
is increased until it just meets, but does not exceed, the 95%
confidence upper limit on the measured M 31 spectrum at any
energy. We find that when assuming an Einasto dark matter halo
profile (Navarro et al. 2010) that matches the M 31 kinematic
data (Klypin et al. 2002), this contribution corresponds to a 95%
confidence upper limit on the annihilation cross section of ap-
proximately 5 " 10#25 cm3 s#1.
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Search for dark subhalos

‣ Idea: Search for objects that only shine because of dark matter 
annihilation

‣ Some satellites could be within a few kpc of the Sun, and their 
extension may be resolved by the LAT

‣ Search criteria:

‣ More than 20 degrees from Galactic plane

‣ No counterpart at other wavelengths

‣ Emission constant in time

‣ Spatially extended: 1 degree radial extension



‣Cross section limits derived from 
measurement of power law 
extragalactic spectrum

‣Energy range of 20-100 GeV

‣Some uncertainties due to the 
distribution of dark matter

‣Possible to exclude DM 
interpretation of the Fermi, 
Pamela electron spectrum 
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Figure 3. The vertically hatched band illustrates the span in the expected isotropic extragalactic
(EG) gamma-ray signal, defined by being the region enclosed by our MSII-Sub1 and MSII-Sub2 cases.
The horizontally hatched band is the flux that can be expected from Galactic substructure. The filled
grey band is the signal range that could be expected from the main DM Galactic halo, at a latitude
of 10◦, which would by itself produce an anisotropic signal. The data points show the measurement
of the IGRB by the Fermi-LAT [30] (horisontal bars are the energy bin range, and vertical bars are
our later used 1σ errors). The gamma-ray spectra are from DM particles with mass of 400 GeV, a
total annihilation cross section �σv� = 3× 10−26 cm3 s−1 into bb̄ quarks, and a minimal subhalo mass
cut-off at 10−6M⊙. See the text for more details.

substructures, inside the galactocentric distance r (in kpc), as:

Lsub(< r) = L200
main ×B × xx−0.24

, where x = r/r200 and r200 ≈ 200 kpc. (2.3)

This functional form is a parametrization of the result presented for the Aquarius simula-
tion in [19]. L200

main is the total DM-induced luminosity inside r200 from the smooth halo
(normalized through the Einasto profile in equation (2.4)), and B gives the relative signal
enhancement inside r200 due to substructures. The upper boarder of the vertically hatched
band is obtained when a single power law relation between the substructure flux and the
minimal DM subhalo mass are related as suggested in [19], which give B ∼ 230.4 The lower
boarder is when the substructure signal strength instead is implemented consistently with
the average substructure enhancement used in the MSII-Sub1 calculation of the extragalactic
signal. Then the luminosity from all substructures inside r200 for a Milky-Way-sized halos
is merely B ∼ 2 times the luminosity of the main DM halo. This lower signal limit is also
similar in amplitude to the finding in [71], where the Aquarius simulation is used, but a

4We note that by using the MSII-Sub2 prescription for substructure for Milky Way sized halos, the vertically
hatched upper limit would be extended up further by one order of magnitude.
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Figure 6. Cross section �σv� limits on dark matter annihilation into µ+µ− final states. The green
regions mark the (90, 95, 99.999)% exclusion regions in the MSII-Sub1 ∆2(z) DM structure scenario
(and for the other structure scenarios only 95% upper limit lines). The layout of the figure is otherwise
the same as in figure 5. Note that the Stecker et al. [69] absorption model affects the lower DM mass
limits since they are set by the high energy FSR part of the DM spectrum. The two gray contours
show the best fit regions for a DM explanation to the local electron and positron spectra measured
by Fermi-LAT and PAMELA.

As discussed, prior to this work many leptonic DM models adjusted to fit the PAMELA
and Fermi data were already in tension with a wide range of experimental studies of gamma
and radio signals [10, 11, 94–97], as well as neutrinos [106], from the inner Galaxy, Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis [107, 108], and the non-observation of distortions of the cosmic microwave
background [109–113]. In this context, we want to point out that our limits, as well as those
similar calculations presented prior the Fermi-LAT measurement [64, 67, 114], have a weak
dependence on the DM density in the very inner part of the Milky Way (likewise the limits
based on Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and non-distortions of the cosmic microwave background).
Also our moderate MSII-Sub1 (at least in the stringent analysis case) and the BulSub DM
scenarios exclude models that are most favored by the PAMELA/Fermi measurement. The
stringent BulSub limit is somewhat stronger than the most optimistic limits set by the Fermi-
LAT observation of dwarfs spheroidal galaxies [8] and galaxy clusters [13]. Similar to the
cluster analysis, and in contrast to the constraints placed by the non-detection of dwarf
spheroidal galaxies, our limits do not rely on the modeling of cosmic ray electron and positron
transport and diffusion in DM halos. In the two recent papers [10, 11], mentioned previously
in this section, they find cross section limits on the µ+µ− channel from Fermi-LAT data
that are fairly similar to our MSII-sub1 stringent limit. Although their limits do not require
strong signal enhancements in the inner Galaxy, they still also have uncertainties related to
the diffusion modeling [10, 11].

For the case of a e+e− annihilation channel the constraints would become stronger by a
factor of a few compared to µ+µ−, unless it is the FSR that is the constrained process, then
the limits are only stronger by a factor ∼ ln 4m2

DMm−2
e / ln 4m2

DMm−2
µ � 2. For multi lepton

final states, such as µ+µ−µ+µ−, the limits typically get instead weaker.
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Outlook

Search for WIMP dark matter is progressing rapidly

Galactic center analysis underway 

Fermi dwarf limits getting very interesting. 

Stacking analysis forthcoming

New satellites will be discovered

just 2 years in of a (hopefully) 10 year mission


